Introduction

Both the trading site and the cemetery at Groß
Strömkendorf are dated to the 8th and early part of the
9th century. Hence, Groß Strömkendorf can be classified
as an Early Medieval site. According to the D anish and
Swedish chronological systems, the site was founded during the Vendel Period or the Germanic Iron Age and was
abandoned during the Early Viking Age. The site of Groß
Strömkendorf is, like Ribe and Birka, of great relevance
for the frequent discussions about the dating of the beginning of the Viking Age (Feveil e / Jensen 2000, 19; Ambr osiani / Cl ar ke 1998; summing up Svanber g 2003).

Groß Strömkendorf is situated approximately 7 km north
of Wismar in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, on the shores
of the Baltic Sea. The topography of the area is more or
less flat and the village lies close to Wismar Bay, in the
shadow of the island of Poel (Fig. 1). The area around
the village conceals a very long history, containing archaeological finds from almost all prehistoric phases to
the Early Medieval period.
Archaeological excavations during the 1980s and
1990s showed that, during the Early Medieval period,
near today’s village, there was a trading site with widespread connections in the Baltic area. The archaeological evidence clearly indicates that the trading site was
settled during the 8th and early 9th century. D uring this
period, the area was part of the territory of the Slavonic
Obodrites, who have been in control of the whole western part of Mecklenburg. According to the find material, the site had been in close contact with Scandinavia,
the Saxon and Frisian regions in today’s lower Saxony
and Schleswig-Holstein, as well as the Rhineland (Jöns
2000, 403). Several aspects of the archaeological artefacts and remains suggest that this site is identical with
the emporium reric, mentioned in the Frankish annals
of the early 9th century (id. 1998a, 131, with further
references).
The finds and features discovered during the excavations show that the site was most likely part of some type
of trading network. The importance of the site and its
position in Northern Europe can be examined through
studying different aspects of the excavations, e.g., the
structures, metal finds, bones, glass, ceramics, botanical
remains etc.
D etailed analyses and studies on the glass finds by A.
Pöche (2005) and the animal bones by U . Schmöl cke
(2004) have already been published as monographs as
the first two volumes of the Groß Strömkendorf-series
in “Beiträge zur U r- und Frühgeschichte MecklenburgVorpommerns”. Further analyses, i.e., on the settlement
structure, the graveyard, the amber finds, on the geological and environmental development have already been
completed and are going to be published in the present
series, “Frühmittelalterliche Archäologie zwischen Ostsee und Mittelmeer”. So, this study on the pottery from
Groß Strömkendorf has been a part of an interdisciplinary research project.

Pottery as an archaeological source
Pottery is often regarded as the most common archaeological artefact category from excavations. It is often
“classified” as a mass material, which means it takes time
to scrutinise it. On the other hand, pottery as an archaeological artefact contains a lot of important information.
Ceramic material can be used to create a picture of the
society and their contacts, and of course to put it into a
chronological framework. Pottery was most likely used
every day in the household for cooking, storage and other
purposes. It can also be considered as an item that appears
in all social structures of a society. This is in contrast to
other artefact categories, e.g., gold or silver. These finds
may only reflect one part of the population or some special events.
Different pottery types with unique base and rim
shapes were most likely well designed for their function.
Vessels with round bases were perhaps made for cooking
on a hearth, such as a hanging vessel or “Kugeltopf ”. Vessels with flat bases were perhaps intended for storing purposes. The same applies for the shape of the rim. Some
types are better suited for cooking while others are better
for storage.
In all likelihood, people were accustomed to the various functions related to different vessels. Moreover, the
shape and decoration and their importance as identity
markers are another aspect that has to be considered.
Their significance when choosing one vessel over the
other should not be underestimated. Is it the type of ware
or the shape and decoration that determines which vessel
to use? For instance, there are coil-built vessel types from
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southern Baltic region and about the Slavonic and Scandinavian peoples living there. Most of these documents
were written by people affiliated with the Carolingians or
others and not by people living in the region.
D ue to these sources, we know that the political
map of Northern Europe was complex when Reric was
abandoned at the beginning of the 9th century. The area
where Reric most likely was situated bordered on three
different cultural areas: the Slavonic, the Carolingian and
the Scandinavian (Fig. 3). The Carolingians, having ruled
large parts of Western Europe for nearly 100 years, were
then allied to a Slavonic tribe, the Obodrites. On the other side stood the D anish king Godfred, the Saxons, and
the Slavonic tribe of the Wilzi. The conflicts in Northern
Europe reached their climax during the reign of Charlemagne, between 768 and 814 (Bra ther 2001, 65).
All available information about the Baltic area with
special focus on the Slavonic tribes has been compiled
and interpreted by several archaeologists and historians.
Some important studies are “Die Slawen in D eutschland”
(Herrmann 1970), “The Early Slavs” (Bar for d 2001),
“The Ancient Slavs: settlement & society” (Gojda 1991),
“Archäologie der westlichen Slawen” (Bra ther 2001) and
“Die Welt der Wikinger” (Sawyer / S awyer 2002).
Scandinavian historical research had a special focus on Vikings travelling westward and eastward. Their
conquests and trading ventures took place from the late
8th century to the 11th century. The Swedish Vikings
(“Svear”) from the L ake Mälaren region travelled eastward to present-day Russia and the Baltic countries.
They followed the Russian rivers to the Byzantine Empire. Archaeological research and written sources suggest that the Vikings played an important role in the
foundation of the Russian state (Oxenst ier na 1998;
Br or sson 2001). This eastern expansion resulted in the
foundation of East-Slavonic dominions. Staraja L adoga
and Ruyrikovo Gorodishche/Novgorod, in present-day
Russia, were among the most important centres. The
expeditions to the east seem to have been more or less
friendly and peaceful.
The D anish Vikings were of vital importance for
the political structure in northwestern Europe. The raid
on the monastery of Lindesfarne in Northumberland
in 793 is the first documented Viking attack ever that
was followed by a great expansion by D anish Vikings. In

Historical background
The Royal Carolingian Annals, written in L atin at the beginning of the 9th century, say:
“Year 808 AD. On Godfred’s side stood during this
campaign also the Slavonic people that is called the Wilzi,
and in due of old hostility to their neighbours the Obodrites,
they now peacefully had joined Godfred’s armies: When he
returned to his own kingdom, the Wilzi also went home
together with the plundered goods they had taken from the
Obodriten people. But before Godfred returned he destroyed
a trading place located next to the sea, the trading place was
by the Danes called Reric. It was a place that had revealed
a great deal of taxes to his kingdom. He brought the trading
people with him, let his ships set anchor and came together
with his people to Sliasthorp” (after Skovgaar d-Pet er sen
1981, 29). From the Frankish Annals of 809 we know
in addition that the Obodrite duke D ražko was killed
at Reric. After that event, Reric was not mentioned again
in any contemporaneous written sources, so it likely was
abandoned sometime at the beginning of the 9th century.
The location of Reric has been discussed by historians
and archaeologists for a long time. First archaeological
excavations, which aimed at locating Reric, were conducted in 1937 at a Slavonic hill fort at former Alt-Gaarz,
about 14 km north of Groß Strömkendorf (summing
up Jantz en / Schirr en 1998, 71). These excavations
were politically motivated because the national socialists
wanted to change the town’s name to Reric. Although the
archaeological material from this excavation dates mainly
from the 10th century – so it is extremely unlikely that AltGaarz was the same place as Reric – Alt Gaarz changed its
name to Rerik in 1938.
In addition, it has been suggested by different scholars that Reric could have been identical with the Slavonic
hill forts of Mecklenburg or Starigard/Oldenburg, or that
it was situated near L übeck (summing up Bar for d 2001,
168) (Fig. 2).
There are several written documents from the 8th and
th
9 century dealing with the political, economical and religious status of the different parts of Northern Europe.
Most of these written sources are concerned with the
expansion of the Carolingian Empire. However, there is
also some information about the political system in the
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without any remains of a vessel or other grave goods. In
addition, six boat graves and several animal graves were
found. Some of the animal graves may be interpreted as
sacrifices instead of graves (Jöns 1998b, 43). The boat
graves are most likely connected to the Scandinavian
population, since they were typical clinker-built Scandinavian vessels with iron rivets joining the overlapping
planks (id. 1998a, 134). Some of the graves contained
objects from different regions in Europe. The grave goods
and the burial customs point towards contacts with the
Frankish kingdom as well as with the Frisian, Scandinavian and Saxon settlement areas.
The cemetery is a significant contribution to the
knowledge about the composition of the population of
Groß Strömkendorf, being an important example of early
urbanisation in the southern Baltic region. It is noteworthy that our information about the Slavs and their material culture as well as the hill forts is fairly good, whereas
the knowledge concerning their rural settlements and
burial customs is poor (Bar for d 2001, 199 ff.).
In 1999, aerial photographs of some kind of underwater cropmarks, in a distance of about 80 m from the seashore, were revealed. The filling of a roughly rectangular
depression, 750 m long and 150 m wide, had enhanced
the growth of water plants, showing as a dark anomaly on
the photographs. This structure may be interpreted as the
harbour basin of the settlement (Tummuscheit 2003b,
212).
Aims and problems
The pottery from Groß Strömkendorf is essential for interpreting contacts in Northern Europe during the Early
Medieval time. Traditional studies have put a focus on
the shape of the vessels and the decoration, and these elements should also be integrated in the study of the ware.
But other aspects of the pottery, e.g. ware, morphology, manufacturing technique (including the choice of
raw material) and vessel building technique allow a look
beyong dating and cultural affiliation. For example, the
clay and temper material may indicate whether different
vessels were made in the same area. Still, such analyses
must be combined with a typological and/or chronological study. In general, this approach to ceramic material is
more and more accepted (Daim 2000).
Archaeology is a research subject where the scientists
reconstruct history by combining small pieces of information from various sources. The same holds true for the
pottery. We normally do not have the opportunity to investigate complete vessels. It is instead the small pieces of
a vessel, the sherds that are our base material, which we
must investigate and interpret. In this study, the ware is of
the same significance as the vessel shape and decoration.

It is important to record the clearest attributes of the
vessel, such as decoration or rim shape. In addition, the
ware can be analysed, especially in the comparion of ware
types from the Baltic region to those from Western Europe. However, since people travelled and brought along
skills and/or objects, ceramics found may be copies from
other regions, making the reconstruction of history rather
difficult. The same source critical aspects apply for other
analyses. Clays from, e.g., northern Germany and Poland, are geologically similar to those from Scandinavia,
because the ice during the last Ice Age caused a mixture of
the soil in the Baltic area. This has an effect on how to analyse pottery sherds. Since exact methods of pinpointing
the origin of the vessels are currently missing, the analyses
must be compared with other pottery studies. The investigation of the pottery material from Groß Strömkendorf includes a quantitative study. However, there are also
some problems to this aspect. The deposition in the pits,
the houses, the wells and even in the graves during the
Viking Age may not have been deliberate. Additionally, a
pit may contain unusual pottery types, for which it could
be difficult to establish whether they are from different
period or represent some kind of special function. Other
activities, such as modern agriculture or the changing of
the sea level, could also affect the study.
These are some of the basic conditions when dealing with archaeological material and especially pottery.
However, the artefacts and features must be analysed and
investigated to gain a trustworthy picture of the settlement, the society and the people that stand behind the
archaeological material. In consideration of this background, the following topics will be studied:
1. The settlement structure is a vital problem. Can
the pottery investigation add to the understanding of this
problem?
2. Are the traders among those buried at the cemetery? If so, can an investigation of the grave pottery shed
some light on this aspect?
3. What are the differences and similarities between
the cemetery vessels and the trading site pottery?
4. To what extent are the ceramics at Groß Strömkendorf of local or foreign origin?
5. What kinds of Slavonic pottery were found at
Groß Strömkendorf, and what are the similarities and
differences between the different types?
6. Can the pottery contribute to the discussion concerning Groß Strömkendorf being ancient Reric, as mentioned in ancient written sources?
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